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I took over sales compensation for our company last year. Our old plans were not well designed and old
configurations in Incent further accentuated problematic nature of those plans. This year, we had an
opportunity to overhaul the plans and reset rules almost from scratch. The Spectrum team was very
patient with us even though our compensation team was new to sales plans and Xactly Incent and
worked side by side every step of the way to achieve configurations that are streamlined, robust, and will
stand the test of time. They are amazing coaches which has empowered our comp admins to fully take
ownership of the system and support our reps in a more time efficient manner. They are great problem
solvers and ask good probing questions to set up rules in a flexible manner.
We are delighted with Spectrum and their customer centric approach towards delivering Xactly projects.
– Laura Kim, VP Sales Operations, Ellie Mae, Inc.

Background
Ellie Mae is a Silicon Valley-based technology company. Their solutions assist
mortgage professionals in originating more loans, lowering origination cost and
reducing the time to close loans. To support business growth and align
business strategy with sales behavior, Ellie Mae implemented Xactly in 2016.
Currently, they have 300 payees and 20 compensation plans.

CHALLENGES
Manual steps in monthly pay
cycle was an administrative
nightmare leading to ongoing
disputes from the field and
increasing the cost of
commissions operations.

Challenge
In early 2019, Ellie Mae engaged Spectrum to help resolve their ongoing
challenges with their Xactly Incent implementation. Their Incent
implementation was not designed optimally, requiring manual adjustments
every month. Moreover, old and outdated configurations added to the
cumbersome process each cycle. The recent M&A had led to a major design
change in the compensation plans and the leadership team at Ellie Mae was
starting to question whether Xactly Incent was still the right tool for them.
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Solution
Spectrum helped Ellie Mae by bringing in its FICO (Focus
on Improving Commission Operations) approach. FICO
is a 3-phased approach developed by Spectrum’s SPM
thought leaders with the goal of helping clients improve
their commission operations. It involves an initial
phase (Phase I) of assessing the system, while providing
Production Support to keep the lights on. Phase II is about
picking at the low hanging fruit (low effort, high ROI items)
by applying quick fixes to ride out the fiscal year. Phase III
is about significant overhaul of the design to improve
scalability and flexibility. This last phase is usually aligned
with the fiscal year transition. In the case of Ellie Mae,
2020 was the year where we had an opportunity to redesign
the plan elements and reset the configuration almost from
scratch.

Benefits
Team Spectrum partnered with the Ellie Mae team every
step of the way. Although the Ellie Mae team was brand
new to sales plans and Xactly Incent, we delivered
configurations that are streamlined, robust, and will
stand the test of time. Ellie Mae compensation admins
are now fully empowered to take ownership of the
system and support their sales reps in an efficient
manner. The number of manual steps in monthly
cycle has significantly reduced, further reducing the
cost of operations.
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Key Point
FICO approach marries
business processes with
Incent’s strengths for
improved ROI.
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About Ellie Mae, Inc
Ellie Mae Inc. is a software company that processes 35% of U.S. mortgage applications. The
services are based on a software as a service model that streamlines and automates the process
of originating and funding new mortgage loans and facilitating regulatory compliance
Ellie Mae Inc. was founded in 1997 and is headquartered in Pleasanton, California.

About Spectrum
Spectrum is a global leader in Corporate and Sales Performance Management Services.
We implement solutions for many of the world’s top companies.
Our Sales Performance Management Services group is composed of a highly skilled
team of professionals who are 100% dedicated to SPM. This ensures we address all
aspects of platform selection and process implementation and meet our clients’ specific
needs and business goals. We can address diverse challenges such as creating
environments that enable better sales forecasting, ensuring fewer commission disputes,
delivering more accurate payments, providing full compliance, and increasing security
functionality. We make sure that goals and objectives are met both from the individual
level and from the corporate level.
Spectrum was founded in 2010 and is headquartered in Sunnyvale, CA.
To learn more about Spectrum’ s services and solutions, please visit
www.spectrumtek.com.
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